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Details of Visit:

Author: clittynibbler
Location 2: Partick
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 5 Jun 2010 2.30pm
Duration of Visit: 45 mins
Amount Paid: 45
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 01413399594

The Premises:

Nothing particularly attractive about the interior appearance of the venue, but it's perfectly
acceptable in terms of accessibility and safety as it's on a busy main road just off Partick Cross,
where parking is usually to be found not too far away.

The Lady:

Sam is a very trim and extremely appealing young woman, lovely eyes and a very approachable
open expression, almost girl-next-door type. Just about thirty or so, I'd say, with neck-length fair hair
on top, though her inviting wisp of neat pussy-thatch reveals her as one of Nature's adorable
brunettes in disguise!

She's superlatively feminine with a toned and trim figure and an extremely stroke-able flat tummy,
but she's very softly curvy in all the right places, with totally gorgeous legs and an absolutely
irresistible arse!

If big boobies really matter, then Sam's pert but smallish handfuls (with their lovely pointy little teats)
may perhaps not satisfy the one-track titsize-merchants amongst us.

The Story:

However, if you let insufficient cup-size deter you from visiting Sam, then you're just being an
absolute fool to yourself as you'll be missing the chance of enjoying some really special moments
with a really special person.

Sam is a wonderfully affable, sunny-natured woman, who is very genuine in her approach and
attentive in the extreme. Just treat her nicely as she deserves, let her attend to your needs and
don't be afraid to tell her what you're feeling and exactly what you're needing - like me, you'll come
away with your whole body simply smiling both inside and out, with your head already wondering
just how soon you'll manage to visit her again!
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